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Abstract. A severe contest for seamless roaming between inter-domain Wireless Fi-
delity technologies is to build a trust model in a milieu of several WLAN service providers
with varying charging or billing options and authentication mechanisms. This study im-
plements a comprehensive single sign-on prototype for the unification of various WLAN
service providers. Users choose the suitable single sign-on verification scheme from the
authentication abilities existing on the WLAN service providers that prevent the expo-
sure of their information from illegitimate users while roaming. A composite layer 2 and
web-based authentication method intended to ensure secure transmission of cryptographic
keys while maintaining the prevailing WLAN charging options. The study deployed RA-
DIUS and liberty based protocols to control unauthorized access to the WLAN network
resources. In this paper, RADIUS simulation performed shows how authentication, au-
thorization and accounting standards can be used to allow only the legitimate client to
access the network while averting unauthorized users. In addition, the performance of
the confederated Wi-Fi networks was shown by performing an experiment for the negoti-
ation based authentication protocol with policy engine and authentication framework via
the web-based protocol. The proposed mechanism revealed low latencies results which are
suitable to support seamless user experience.
Keywords: Seamless user experience, Security association, Web authentication, Au-
thentication delay, Policy engine, Service provider, Identity provider

1. Introduction. Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) technology is the primary goal of surfing the
Internet for both home and office users. As an outcome, it brings a major challenge for
designing seamless handover authentication protocols in Wi-Fi-based networks, more so
in certifying security and efficiency [1]. The key to success of WLAN (Wireless Local Area
Network) expertise is to provide fast and secure handover of a user’s session key during
roaming process [2]. Wireless network users assume that the Internet Service Providers
(SPs), apart from providing an efficient access to the Internet resources should also protect
their identity during roaming process [3,4].

A Security Association (SA) is a coherent unidirectional connection that exists between
two or more peers stipulating algorithms, parameters and rekeying materials required for
providing security services. The SA configuration between two peers can be done manually
or dynamically to provide authentication, integrity or confidentiality. These protocols
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include [5], a Transport Layer Security (TLS) Handshake protocol used by the TLS [6],
IP level and by datagram transport layer security [7], at the transport level. Even though
several methods and protocols are possible, they often use the Diffie-Hellman technique
for the exchange of security keys between the mobile node and the Access Point (AP) to
guarantee perfect forward secrecy.

In the circumstance of IEEE 802.11 every time a station changes from one AP to other
the authentication process must take place. Owing to the issues found in the original IEEE
802.11 security resolutions, IEEE 802.11i is being standardized. IEEE 802.11i makes use
of IEEE 802.1X and Authentication Authorization and Accounting (AAA or Triple “A”)
[8] protocol like Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) or Diameter [9].
The IEEE 802.1X authentication process enables the supplicant, the authenticator (AP)
and the Authentication Server (AS) to provide a dedicated secure infrastructure for Wi-
Fi Protected Access (WPA) 1 or 2 for an enterprise WLAN. Extensible authentication
protocol [10,11] control access to the WLAN to minimize frequent masquerading attacks
between the supplicant and the AP.

For WLANs, clients entail that authentication, authorization and accounting need to
be sheltered against impulsive disclosure to providers unless permitted by the client. At
the same period, the client may require seamless roaming to avoid unnecessary sign-
on of credentials where it does not infringe the client’s security policy. From the ISP
perspective, stern network access control is essential to avoid larceny of services from
malevolent attackers. Likewise, WLAN providers are usually concerned about giving
Internet Protocol (IP) level access to clients prior to authentication to permit different
validation and sanction selections. This approach of giving IP level access in absence of
authentication triggers a vulnerability to larceny of services via IP or Medium Access
Control (MAC) address spoofing.

Considering these problems, this study developed an inclusive security solution for Wi-
Fi-based network services, as an intersection on prevailing typical authentication and
authorization prototypes. This paper addresses three core objectives:

1) To unite WLAN providers with diverse authentication structures and under diverse
inter-provider and user-provider trust-relations,

2) To safeguard user’s authentication credentials from indisposed exposure and minimal-
izing the amount of user involvement during sign-on and,

3) To govern network access by cryptographic methods while maintaining the prevailing
substitute authorization means presently used in WLANs.

To meet the first objective, unification of WLAN ISPs to provide a Single-Sign-On
(SSO) authentication scheme in the milieu of multiple authentications through trusted
ISP SSO is centred on the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) technology
which is a substantial tool as long as web-based security is presented. Likewise, it is a
malleable and interoperable method of realizing heterogeneous security. This method is
achieved through creating an authentication flow context to be adopted by the ISPs. Its
strategic module is the negotiation-based authentication framework. Users may need to
know the possible available verification methods in a precise server and deliver a friendly
environment to select a preferred choice amongst the existing alternatives. It is necessary
to do it in a standard approach as to permit automatic handling of the data at the client
portion.

To meet the second objective, an implementation of policy engine is considered on the
side of the client to automatically select the authentication information to be transmitted
to the Service Provider (SP) depending on the user well-defined policies SALM which is
an eXtra Markup Language (XML) and considering the context of communication. The
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policy engine can be combined with the client negotiation-based protocol to trigger the
policy engine to control the information to be transmitted to the negotiation based au-
thentication server depending on the abilities of the core AS, instead of requesting the user
to manually provide the required information. In this scenario, the policy engine can be
considered as an integral part of the adaptation framework of the authentication process.
However, it can also be used self-reliant, as it provides an elementary Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) for authentication information access. This can be evoked not
only by the web-based framework but also by another framework like Transmission Con-
trol Protocol (TCP)/IP layer of authentication. In addition, the policy engine supports
provisional action as suggested by [12,13].

To meet the third objective, the development of a compound layer 2 (L2) and web-
based authentication method should be pondered in order to safeguard cryptographically
protected access to Wi-Fi networks. In this composite L2 method, the client first launches
a session key of an L2 by means of unregistered account in an IEEE 802.1X authenti-
cation protocol. The client then inserts the L2 session key abridgement in web-based
authentication. By integrating L2 and web-based authentication outcomes, this method
averts service theft, eavesdropping, and message modification while being transmitted to
the recipient.

To exemplify the use of authentication process adaptation and the work of the policy
engine, cogitate the following scenario:

“A user switched on his Portable Digital Assistant (PDA) in his workplace and is au-
tomatically associated with his organization’s Wi-Fi network. The organization Wi-Fi
network deploys 802.1X authentication with Extensive Authentication Protocol (EAP)
and the policy engine allows automatic compliance of the shared secret key between him
and the organization Wi-Fi network. Then he gets out of the workplace building in pos-
session of his PDA, thus roaming into a library WLAN network. The network broadcasts
its identity and the authentication mechanism. This network deploys its verification via a
web-based mechanism known by the user. The policy engine permits the user’s credential
to be submitted automatically to library authentication method, thus permitting him to
get associated with the library WLAN network. The user gets out of the library and walks
into a hotel; the PDA discovers the availability of Wi-Fi network. As previously, the Wi-Fi
network broadcasts its service set identifier and verification capabilities. The engine can
detect both the Liberty-based and RADIUS-based protocols. The policy engine presents
a graphical user interface on the user side and queries him if he needs to link to the Wi-Fi
network. If he concedes it, the policy engine sends his verification information to the
AS of the Wi-Fi network SP that delivers network access for the hotel after selecting a
preferred choice of authentication capability of the hotel AS (RADIUS-based or Liberty
based). He then gets associated with the hotel Wi-Fi network and granted access to the
internet services.”

The sections ahead are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review.
Section 3 describes the proposed roaming model. Section 4 presents the proposed SAML
web-based SSO authentication mechanism certification. Section 5 introduces the client-
side’s policy engine. Section 6 presents simulation of access to Intranet (Wi-Fi) network
using RADIUS authentication protocol. Section 7 presents the proposed authentication
framework. Section 8 analyzes the web-based and access control authentication security,
and, finally, Section 9 concludes the work.
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2. Literature Review.

2.1. Authentication mechanism. According to [14] authentication refers to the man-
ner in which one party attests the identity of the requested identity. Also, [15] defined
authentication as an identity that requires further proof of identity as a user or a com-
puter. The validator is the entity that validates the requested identity by the applicant.
The authors also discussed a variety of data transfer verification methods between the
entities under-identification in a WLAN.

The authors of [16] built a network called CHOICE to offer the following goals: fore-
most, only legitimate users should access the network and its resources. Secondly, no
one apart from the user and the authentication database should be outhoused to self-
information, for instance, the login credentials. Thirdly, several categories of security
should be configured to scramble data and authenticate only the legitimate users. Fourthly,
a dynamic key management is crucial and finally, one single encryption should be discour-
aged. CHOICE deployed protocol for authorization and negotiation of services, which pro-
vides access, authorization, security, privacy, policy enforcement, accounting and quality
of service.

According to [17] the authors based their notion on novel AAA architecture in WLAN
hotspots areas for Internet access. The authors protracted the 802.11i standard to such
network scenario through using forwarding abilities without degrading the security salient
features in 802.11i technology. The method of adjusting 802.11i to this vibrant milieu is
centered on providing a computer-generated infrastructure among the roaming clients.

Fast handoff is required to be done one hop ahead of a roaming mobile station to the
targeted AP. Association and reassociation enable the roaming client to remain connected
to one AP at a time [18]. If the client roams, the target AP request for buffer data transfers
from the old AP. During the context information change, the Internet access point protocol
ensures the confidentiality of context information by deploying the RADIUS to secure
communication between the network access server (NAS) and the back-end AS.

The authors of [19] proposed different prevailing virtual operator based on AAA clar-
ifications and presented an interpretation that is fully based on IP level. The authors
attained their goal by congregating both the AAA process and data conveyance, at the
IP level to provide a clarification, which was tremendously extensible. This method works
across multiple interfaces and is compatible with wireless network cards from a variety
of vendors. Service credits were dully apportioned to these intermediary nodes as entice-
ments for delivering relay amenities.

2.2. Web pass-through mechanism. Several organizations use pass-through software
or web-based authentication to authenticate their clients into the network [20]. In this
context, a uniform resource locator is required to redirect the user to a web application
page to query for a valid combination of password or username from a web server or active
directory domain. This form of authentication prevents frequent logging in when a user
wants to associate to the network within the same administrative domain.

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) protocol discussed by [21] as a security
measure for exchanging information between the web client, the service provider and the
IDP. To illustrate this scenario, a profile of the SAML request authentication protocol is
deployed, with a combination of the HTTP-Redirect, HTTP-POST and HTTP-Artifact
bindings [22,23]. This protocol supports SSO.

Many WLAN providers hire web-based authentication in combination with IP packet
filtering at an infrastructure access server centered on the MAC and IP addresses. Since
address deceiving is easily accomplished by means of readily available arsenals, this way
does not guarantee robust security for network providers. Malevolent users can screen the
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wireless channel, get MAC and IP addresses of authentic users, and transmit packets with
tricked addresses to execute theft of service or Denial-of-Service (DOS) attacks [24,25].

This study differs from aforementioned extant studies in that a user can select his own
IDP by using only a standard based link-layer security, even though they assume a cen-
tralized AS entails proprietary security of the sublayer. This method makes it possible for
a user to choose the most favored authentication mechanism and IDP among others, and
avert unwilling security information exposure according to the user-define policy, which
is not mentioned in their studies. This is mostly because the policy management func-
tionality exists in both the network and the user, while they assumed a policy controller
only at the network side.

Likewise, several studies revealed that to design a roaming network, RADIUS server
is used to protect the data between the communicating nodes. In this study, RADIUS
server is used to provide AAA services whereas SAML is deployed in the exchange of
information between the IDP and the SP in a secure manner. In addition, a single sign-
on mechanism is introduced to enable the user to supply the login credentials at home
server and while roaming across will be authenticated to various Wi-Fi networks where
roaming agreement exists without using several passwords but only redirected to the home
server for the formation of the trust relationship between the IDPs.

To recap, existing web-based authentication models do not deliver adequate security
against the theft of service, dynamic selection of dissimilar authentication structures, or
a user’s policy-based disclosure of private data while in a nomadic process. This study
confederates several IDPs and SPs with different authentication methods and charging
options as well as satisfying the security concerns required for the privacy of identity of
user’s information.

3. The Proposed Roaming Model. One objective of this study is to confederate sev-
eral WLAN SP and identity provider (IDP) with dissimilar authentication mechanisms.
The authenticated IDP acts as a trusted party for the SP. Here, there is no direct contrac-
tual or trust relationship in between the user and the network being visited; however, there
is trust between the user and the IDP and between the IDP and the SP. Because there is
a trust relationship between the user and IDP through authentication trust and between
the IDP and SP through roaming/federation agreement policy, the SP trusts the user.
The trusted authenticated IDP will then be used to gain access to the targeted network.
The roaming agreements will lay down under what circumstances the targeted network
sanctions an authentication statement from the already verified SP, how the authentica-
tion credentials-cum-accounting data are exchanged and what monetary arrangement is
in place for the guest users.

In Figure 1, the user wants to establish a connection with SP A, and in this case, the
user does not trust SP A. Due to this, the user has a trust relationship between IDP A
via trust authentication. There is also a trust relation between IDP A and SP A due
to roaming agreement. In this scenario, IDP A forwards the authentication request to
SP A. Then SP A confirms whether the user is valid and replies IDP A. Then IDP A
replies the user. At this point, a transitive trust relationship is created between SP A
and the user. This idea of transitive trust relationship property of equality is borrowed
from mathematics which states that if x = y and y = z then x = z.

If a user roams from SP A to SP B, a lot of work needs to be done to enable roaming
of users between inter-domain technologies. WLAN SPs do not trust each other nor have
knowledge about their existence. Therefore, IDPs play a crucial role to enable roaming
of users across several WLANs within different domains. In Figure 1, the user wishes
to roam from SP A to SP C, and these networks are in different domains. In this case,
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Figure 1. Proposed roaming model

Figure 2. Trust relation model

the user enters into the coverage area of AP3 and requests for an association with SP C.
The process of authentication aforementioned above is triggered. Since there is roaming
agreement-based trust between IDP A and IDP B, IDP B requests for users information
from home network server to the visited network server. Confirmation of the credentials of
the users at the home network necessitates conveying the credentials to the home network
and sending the outcome of the authentication back to the visited network using RADIUS
protocol. Figure 2 portrays the trust relations for the transportation of key materials in
a roaming network.
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Trust relation model enables the transfer of context information from one home network
to the targeted network using a roaming key and inter-access point protocol. The roaming
key is refreshed after the handing over took place. Security information is sent by the
serving AP to the supplicant if the handover takes place to a different domain.

4. The Proposed SAML Web-Based SSO Authentication Mechanism Certi-
fication. In the real environment, whenever a client roams to a different environment
administrative domain, a login to the network will be required. Confederating several
IDPs and SPs with dissimilar authentication mechanisms requires a single sign-on to be
centralized. A user is required to have an account with one trusted IDP in the inter-
domain scenario. An implementation of trust relations between IDPs and SPs of different
intra-domain should be configured to allow secure roaming.

In this regard, SAML prototype is a preferred mechanism which enhances the exchange
of security information across dissimilar security spheres. SAML is based on a security
token, which is certified in indirectly with the user’s identification entities. This provides
robust security of the authentication process. By applying the single sign-on method, the
user is relieved from perennial rekeying of usernames and password for the certification
process. SAML does not depend on the network with which it interacts with but each
infrastructure can configure its own strategy user’s authentication and authorization pro-
cedure. This accords dynamic authentication through different domains to confederate
the different SPs and IDPs. The salient features of interoperability and attributed based
authentication rate SAML. SAML standardizes that the assertions and messages must
be scrambled by using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) throughout the transmission session to
thwart message interception as well as replay attacks [26].

SAML authentication protocol mostly consists of client’s web browser, IDP, Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [27,28] directories of the inter-domain X, and the web
SP’s website in the inter-domain Y. Figure 3 shows SAML certification procedure.

The detailed process of the certification mechanism is provided in Steps 1 to 10 as
follows.

Step 1: The user key in his credentials on the SP’s website in the inter-domain portion
labeled “X”, and perform an IDP selection and the LDAP server authenticate him to the
services and store the credentials for the subsequent re-authentication.

Step 2: The inter-domain SP portion “X”, forwards the user information to the side of
the home domain, and appeals for authentication.

Step 3: The user’s identity is created or verified via the process of the authentication
session. The user will be required to establish his identity by providing the username and
password in order to be authenticated to the services.

Step 4: Upon passing the required verification, the identity statement is proven and
stored in the home domain. At that juncture, the authentication session is mutually
formed. The user is redirected to inter-domain service provider at part “X”.

Step 5: The SP at “X” accesses the SAML authentication statement which is created
during the redirection process and sends it to the IDP to request to authenticate the
user’s statement.

Step 6: The IDP then sends back an SAML authentication statement to the SP in the
inter-domain “X” after validating.

Step 7: The user requests to access secured resources of the SP in the inter-domain
“Y”.

Step 8: The inter-domain “X” SP readdresses the user to the IDP of the inter-domain
“Y” via the link.
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Figure 3. SAML certification procedure

Step 9: The inter-domain “Y” service examines the services of the user. It might
request for an inside authentication statement that the SP of the inter-domain “X” bids
the user. The log-in process in the inter-domain “Y” is skipped and the single sign-on is
achieved.

Step 10: The inter-domain SP “Y” responds to the service request of the user. If
allowed, the requested service is delivered to the user. Likewise, If not then the service is
repudiated.

Presently, other significant common methods used to authenticate users securely to
the WLAN network include the RADIUS or liberty based architecture. These standards
can also offer SSO authentication mechanisms [29,30]. The liberty-based protocol has a
benefit of hiding client’s identity and logs in credentials where a weak SP is used in a
WLAN scenario. These methods are also taken into consideration in this paper to ensure
multiple and dedicated authentication methods have been met.

RADIUS uses a proxy-based verification method; the user sends the data to the SP
which in turn forwards it to the client’s IDP. Figure 4 shows a streamlined sequence of
RADIUS-based authentication messaging. RADIUS’ main weakness is that the user does
not hide his identity and credentials to the SP with weak security, owing to the HTTPS-
RADIUS transformation process at web server of the SP. RADIUS causes major risks to
the user where passwords and usernames are exposed to the web server’s of the untrusted
SP through the HTTP-RADIUS translation practice [31].

In the process of liberty-based artifact verification method, utilize a redirect-based
authentication exemplary as shown in Figure 5. The client notifies the SP of the name
identifier of his IDP, and then the SP forwards the client to that IDP. The client then
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Figure 4. RADIUS authentication proxy-based protocol

Figure 5. Liberty-based browser’s redirect artifact profile verification

sends the login credentials towards the IDP, obtains its result, and forwards it to the SP.
The IDP’s result contains an indicator to a verification assertion.

5. Client-Side’s Policy Engine. In this segment, the policy engine for the client side is
designed to select a suitable SSO method while shielding the privacy of user information
in Wi-Fi network environments. The policy engine is a computerized framework that
facilitates policy-based authorization and accounting [32,33]. As the client roams across
the inter-domain technology, two issues must be taken into account to realize seamless
user experience; protection sensitive user’s verification information against disclosure to
entities not permitted to see and minimalize user intervention for the sign-on practice.
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The policy engine is blended with rules and services where rules describe the standards
for resource access and usage [34]. The policy engine is a self-governing module that can
be invoked via a simple Application-Programming Interface (API) from an authentication
negotiation client, link-layer network access client or ordinary web browser. It required
as input an XML file formatted according to the XML schema definition for the authen-
tication capabilities statement of the negotiation based authentication standard. This
file comprises the AS identifier, with companion information to validate it, the requested
user information, and context information. As a result, it returns an XML file structured
according to the XML schema definition for the authentication query of the negotiation
based authentication standard comprising the requested information.

The policy rules may contain provisional actions to be satisfied such as user notification
and acknowledgement. The user terminal always requests user input or acknowledgement.
The receiver is the one who makes the access control decision regarding security policy and
context. Policies may also include information about authentication query, authentication
abilities for a precise subject element as well as the user’s charging option. If a user roams
into a provider, the client policy engine will perform a comparison with the previously
saved options and when a match occurs, it executes an automatic selection. If a mismatch
is traced, the user is alerted by the policy engine to use the interface for the novel selection.
A sample of the information element and policy rule is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. A sample of information element and policy rule
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The policy block engine contains three components with precise functionalities. These
parts include the secure component, the root component and the specific component.

The root component is the only module that encountered the accessor where the XML
file input is conducted. The root component verifies the initial information about the SP’s
identity before executing a decision tree. First, it checks if an SP precise policy subsists
for this SP. If so, it interacts with the precise component to validate if the user desired the
stored choices to be automatically applied when roaming into this SP’s network. If this is
correct, it matches that saved information against the choices declared to confirm if these
choices are still valid. If this is correct, then the root element intermingles with the secure
component and generates an XML file that contains the choices selected for this SP and
the prerequisite information for these choices. If any of the decision questions reverted a
false option, the root element alerts the negotiation client authentication. It then invokes
its Graphical User Interface (GUI) so that the user can select options manually and agree
whether to save these for subsequent time.

The secure component stores the crucial information for the user to be authenticated
at any point. It stores IDP, username and password for an individual account the user
owns. This module is only accessible and interpreted by the root component and is thus
concealed from the SP. It is only accessible if the standards are encountered in the root
component. A cryptographic algorithm is used to shield the stored information from
illegal access.

The specific component contains SP precise rules. It also stores the user choices for
backward roaming to enhance automatic sign on. Next, it holds information from the
declaration that provided these choices. The precise rules for an SP can only occur if the
user has beforehand signed on to this network using the manual graphical user interface.
Figure 7 shows a typical policy block engine.

Figure 7. Policy engine block diagram
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6. Simulation of Access to Intranet (Wi-Fi) Network Using RADIUS Au-
thentication. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the screenshots simulated using Cisco Packet
Tracer. The network comprises the ISP, the Intranet network (192.168.0.1/24) and the
private network (192.168.1.0/24). The Intranet comprises the Linksys Wireless Router
(WR), the hacker, client 1 and client 2 and the RADIUS server providing triple “A”
services.

Figure 8. Wi-Fi with RADIUS authentication standard

Figure 9. Network prompting for creation of hacker’s profile
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In the simulation, client 1 and client 2 usernames and passwords have been created
in the RADIUS server except for the hacker and configure to use WPA2 enterprise as
the encryption mode using the capabilities of Linksys wireless router provided by CPT
network designing software.

Clients 1 and 2 are connected to the network since they are authorized to join the
network via their credentials stored in the AAA server.

When the hacker tries to join the network, he is redirected to the profile setup page to
complete his profile update in order to join the network as shown in Figure 9. If he tries to
use MAC spoofing, the hacker cannot join the network since the network is using RADIUS
protocol for authentication. The security mode is disabled and his card becomes inactive
to connect to the network. Therefore, the RADIUS protocol is ideal for an enterprise
Wi-Fi network.

This simulation describes how the RADIUS authentication mechanism with WPA en-
terprise can be used to control users access to the network resources [35].

Figure 10 comprises a 12-steps detailed procedure showing how 802.1X can be used
to control access to Wi-Fi network. Only users offering verifiable credentials against a
precise local database of the RADIUS server or fetched by RADIUS server from external
database servers such as the active directory are granted access to the WLAN. RADIUS
authentication assumes the prior authentication took place on an open and insecure in-
frastructure.

Figure 10. 802.1X/EAP messages exchange

Table 1 shows the steps of 802.1X/EAP message exchange as depicted in Figure 10.
If the response is incorrect, the process loop to the initial EAPol message exchanges.

At this point, the Master Session Keys (MSK) are installed at the AS and the supplicant.
MSK is unique and cannot be shared amongst the supplicants. MSK is used to compute
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Table 1. 802.1X/EAP message exchange process

Steps Description
1. The 802.1X supplicant client send extensible authentication protocol over

local area network (EAPol) to the AP
2. The AP response with an EAP-Request identity to the supplicant
3. The supplicant then responded with an EAP-Response identity to AP, i.e.,

the username and password
4. The AP opens uncontrolled port to the AS and forward RADIUS access

request from the supplicant to the AS
5. The AS triggers the active directory (AD) if the database has not been

configured in the AS database and forward the username and password for
verification

6. The AD answer with a challenge of either valid or invalid username or pass-
word

7. The AS forward the RADIUS access challenge to the AP basing on the
verification details from the AD database.

8. The AP forwards the EAP challenge request to the supplicant
9. The supplicant responds the AP with an EAP challenge response
10. The AP forwards a RADIUS access challenge to the AS
11. The AS forwards the challenge response to the AD
12. The AD verifies if the client is the one to whom username and password were

being validated and answer either correct response or incorrect response
13. The AS sends RADIUS to accept message to the AP
14. The AP forwards EAP success to the supplicant

the Pairwise Master Key (PMK) on both the supplicant side and the AS side. The AS then
forwards the PMK to the authenticator for the entire client session. The 802.1X/EAP
authentication occurs after the open authentication process. If the supplicant sends an
EAP to log off the AP uncontrolled port changes from authorized state to unauthorized
state.

7. The Proposed Authentication Framework. To incorporate providers with diverse
underlying authentication schemes, this research focuses on developing an architecture
that can involve alternative authentication schemes. The advantage of this proposal is that
not all providers support a similar authentication scheme. Occasionally, a provider can
only interact with others that deploy similar authentication methods. In this innovation,
each provider must support more than one authentication method in order to communicate
with a large number of existing providers. More decisively, in the scenario where a WLAN
ISP provides multiple authentication choices, users can choose the scheme they desire.
User preference is predominantly used in a case where providers that uphold interactions
with diverse trust levels with the users are federated since some methods of authentication
are highly secure than others. A user can choose one subject to their level of trust with
the SP.

To permit users to select, SPs must communicate their methods of authentication they
support. Even if the SP merely supports one method, it is helpful that the user knows the
method that the provider deploys. Therefore, they can decide if they are free to provide
this information. Users may also need to know the SP’s identity and the companion data
to validate it, to determine provider’s trust level. This definitely affects their decision.
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The charging option of a server is also a factor to be considered. Inline with the payment
mode, minimum charging period, price, and services allowed, a user could choose whether
the provider services are of importance and the charging methods he prefers are available.
Definitely, in this design IDPs might be several in the architecture. A user with accounts
at various IDPs would like to be aware of the SPs with roaming agreements. In this
architecture, SPs must advertise their server’s authentication abilities.

To enable roaming, it is beneficial if the communication of authentication capabilities
can meet the user’s choice with marginal user’s involvement. A new SAML web-based
protocol, the negotiation-based scheme, which computerizes this progression by permitting
SPs to broadcast their abilities to clients and clients to communicate their selections to
SPs is crucial. Rather, an installation of negotiation-based client software component from
the IDP’s web-portal is also required. Several enterprises developed a user graphical user
interface to allow users to key in their credentials. In this design, a GUI was developed
that presents the server’s authentication capabilities to enable users to make their own
selection. Authentication of clients is still practical even if the negotiation-based utility
is not installed at the server or the user’s node. In this case, users can be verified via the
web interface.

Figure 11 shows the flow of authentication sequence. As portrayed in the illustration,
in reaction to an authentication demand from a new user requiring access permission to
the exterior network, the authentication server grants him with the available substitutes
and the information necessary for using each. The user then chooses the suitable authen-
tication scheme manually or through the policy engine in relation to the user’s preference
and trust. The client then delivers the information demanded by the SP for that precise
scheme. The SP’s server, changing between substitute methods as per the user favorites,
processes the information. Lastly, the server sends the authentication outcomes to the
client.

Figure 11. Proposed authentication framework
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7.1. The user interface design. Figure 12 depicts a GUI form displaying the options
presented by a specific SP. This is extracted from the authentication abilities statement
transmitted by the SP in Step 2 of the proposed authentication framework as shown in
Figure 11. It clusters the information into classes of IDPs for which the client may or
may not have registered their accounts in them. Upon choosing one from either with or
without accounts fields, the GUI shows the charging preferences offered by the selected
IDP. Upon choosing from the item list of charging options, the GUI displays the precise
information for that particular charging choice. Authentication scheme and the required
data for each are presented in the same style. Above each combo box field where a choice
is made and the current option chosen. The button labelled ‘OK’ selects the options
chosen and then triggers the client if he would like to accept these for the subsequent
verification. The Exit button closes the GUI. Sign Up button simply redirects the user to
the normal web browser to update the personal data. Details button merely is coded to
show the last options selected by the client. The client is also allowed to edit the details
available either instantly or offline via the GUI.

Figure 12. User interface design

7.2. Overall architecture of the proposed authentication scheme. This section
describes the overall design of the proposed authentication framework and its strategic
real-world components. On the client portion, the negotiation based client authentication
is in control of encrypting and decrypting the authentication negotiation information,
giving the authentication abilities information to clients via its GUI and gathering the
user’s selection and information. The policy engine on the client side can be self-reliant
of this authentication framework. Negotiation client based authentication uses the policy
engine rather than requesting the inputs from the user manually. In this scenario, the
negotiation based authentication client passes the deciphered authentication abilities mes-
sages to the policy engine. The policy engine instantly verifies the charging option as per
the user’s terminal preferences. This means that the user intervention is not mandatory,
except explicitly stated in the user’s defined rules. On the server portion, analogously to
the client portion, negotiation based authentication server is responsible for decrypting
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and encrypting the authentication messages. When a server’s authentication abilities in-
formation is requested, it re-claims it from the manager authentication abilities which is
responsible for maintaining information prior to availing the information to other units.
If all information is correct, it transmits them to authentication manager to take care
of verification process and give back the result. The negotiation-based server makes use
of the web server for the interchange of HTTP info with the client, i.e., for the primary
conveyance functionality. The web server is capable of detecting if an acknowledged mes-
sage belongs to the negotiation based authentication protocol and to validate if it has
passed through the negotiation based authentication server. If it is a clear HTTP text
information, then the web portal will be executed.

Figure 13 shows a demonstration of the key modules of the proposed scheme adopted.
If the user cannot afford negotiation based authentication client mode, it adopts the upper
dotted line, where the user’s web browser and the server’s web portal will be used during
the authentication process.

Figure 13. Overall design of the proposed authentication scheme

8. Securing Authentication of Web-Based Protocol and Access Control.

8.1. Web-based security attacks. Wi-Fi users authenticate themselves via web-based
verification methods. Therefore, users can access IP level in the network prior to reveal-
ing their credentials. Open network authentication facilitates service authorization and
accounting possibilities, lack of link layer cryptographic leads to possible security attacks
such as service theft through IP and MAC spoofing, eavesdropping message modification
and denial of service. IEEE 802.1X port-based network access control is being used in
enterprises/corporate WLANs, and it uses such a cryptographic algorithm for client net-
work authentication and access control [36] to yield cryptographically protected access in
Wi-Fi-based networks.

To safeguard access to Wi-Fi-based networks, a composite layer 2 and web-based ap-
proach is sufficient. To use this technique, the WLAN SP must support 802.1X protocol
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APs and AS(s). Nevertheless, a client that does not support 802.1X authentication can
sidestep link-layer verification and cause threats to the network [37].

8.2. Security threat analysis. In this portion, the proposed composite layer 2 and
web-based mechanism can tackle a variety of known security threats as described below.

a) Message Modification/Eavesdropping
L2 frames are encrypted by per-client session key that is provided by EAP-TLS in

802.1X authentication [38]. These vulnerabilities have been addressed in the 802.11i
draft. Virtual Private Network (VPN) provides a secure data exchange remotely does
prevent hackers from eavesdropping sensitive information during transmission.

b) Theft of Service
An imposter may spoof the IP or MAC address of an authorized client to offer the

session. In the simulation process, theft of service is addressed where all clients are
granted network resources via the RADIUS service. The web server differentiates the
mischievous user from a genuine one by scrutinizing the MAC and session-digest key
set in the web authentication request with the one informed by the RADIUS server. A
more classy attack involves a rogue AP between the genuine user and the legitimate AP.
IEEE 802.11i has suggested a countermeasure for attacks by man-in-the-middle attack by
executing a 4-way handshake instantaneously prior to the 802.1X authentication process.

8.3. Evaluation of authentication delay. A testbed model has been developed to
ascertain the practicability of the architectural concepts and integration of the system.
Table 2 shows the components and open source software used during the experiment.

The setup consists of five servers: two IDPs, two SPs and one 802.1X AS. Access point
connected to 802.1X AS with one wireless user terminal B and the other user terminal
A connected to policy engine environment. Each server was connected using a 100Mb/s
Ethernet cable and link delay was slight. All of them are implemented on typical Linux or
Windows Personal Computers using open source software. Linux based operating systems

Table 2. Hardware components and open source software specifications

Hardware Software

Identity Provider A: Toshiba Intel R⃝ Pentium
R⃝ N3520 2.16 MHz (Linux)

GPL RADIUS v2 (ID/password)
authentication server)

Identity Provider B: HP Intel R⃝ Core TM 2 Duo
2.20GHz (Linux)

GPL FreeRADIUS version 2
(802.1X authentication server)

Service Provider A: HP Intel R⃝ Core TM 2 Duo
2.20GHz (Linux)

XSupplicant v2.2.2 (802.1X client)

Service Provider B: HP Intel R⃝ Core TM 2 Duo
2.20GHz (Linux)

daloRADIUS Client v0.9.9

User Terminal A: Acer Intel R⃝ Pentium IV
2.16 GHz (Windows 10)

Sun’s Liberty prototype

User Terminal B: HP Intel R⃝ Core TM 2 Duo
2.20GHz (Windows 8.1)

LDAP Server v3

802.1X Authentication Server: HP Intel R⃝
Core TM 2 Duo 2.20GHz (Linux)

iptables v1.6.2 (Firewall)

WLAN Access Point: Cisco AIR-AP352 libwwwPerl 6.32 (Web client)

VPN (psiphon3)

VMware Workstation
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were executed in VMware workstation as guest operating systems to avoid formatting the
entire hard disk with Windows operating systems. To prevent wireless delay variance,
link-layer authentication delay and other delay were conducted independently. The layout
plan is depicted in Figure 14.

The study carried out the authentication delay in two scenarios: (1) the user terminal
A with a negotiation client based authentication and a policy engine, and (2) the user
terminal B with a web browser but with no policy engine nor negotiation client based
authentication. In addition, the virtual private network is installed on the users’ devices.
During the experiment, the authors carried out two authentication schemes both locally
and remotely. Table 3 shows the outcomes achieved for roaming authentication using the

Figure 14. Testbed plans

Table 3. Authentication latency profile with negotiation based authenti-
cation and policy engine

RADIUS
(Proxy-based)

Liberty
(Redirect-based)

Local Remote Local Remote
Authentication via web browser 256ms 262ms 271ms 1311ms
Policy engine 212ms
Authentication abilities statement 201ms
802.1X authentication 154ms
Total delay 731ms 829ms 838ms 1878ms
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negotiation client based authentication to request the authentication abilities information
to the server and the policy engine during data submission. The worse total delay noted
in the worse case is 1878ms. This delay is suitable for a user roaming through multiple
Wi-Fi networks.

Where a user does not use the verification adaptation client to request the authenti-
cation abilities statement to the server, he will validate by accessing a web browser and
accessing the server web-based interface for authentication. The highest delay is when
the user is redirected by a firewall to access the server web interface when trying to access
protected information.

The delay in this scenario can be categorized into three: link-layer authentication, web
authentication and firewall redirection. The firewall rerouting delay includes the discov-
ery of an unauthorized user and his redirection to the web-based interface using Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL). In this situation, the data is a swap over using Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML). Apparently, the user’s time entering the authentication details in the
web authentication interface is ignored.

Web authentication latency is higher when negotiation based protocol is used during
the interchange of information than using the plain HTML. The formation of SSL session
in negotiation based scheme leads to long latencies for the web-based authentication
process. When the authentication is executed using the standard web browser, the SSL
session formation must be done in a standard way to secure user’s information during
redirection to the web authentication interface. Table 4 portrays an authentication delay
outline with a web browser.

Table 4. Authentication delay outline with web browser

RADIUS
(Proxy-based)

Liberty
(Redirect-based)

Local Remote Local Remote
Authentication via a web browser 86ms 113ms 78ms 1.260ms
Authentication abilities statement 76ms
802.1X authentication 154ms
Total delay 316ms 343ms 308ms 1490ms

The main cause of delay in the negotiation-based protocol with policy engine is the
parsing of XML files. Moreover, the server’s authentication abilities information creation
usually takes no time. Since the server, authentication abilities do not change frequently.
The authentication abilities information is usually executed when the server is powered
on. This data is usually modified when a change in the authentication abilities transpires.

9. Conclusion. Dynamic choice of the authentication method and the IDP is crucial
for permitting the confederation of WLAN SPs under diverse trust levels and with sub-
stitute authentication methods. The proposed authentication framework hosts multiple
authentication schemes. This study united two single sign-on mechanisms: the RADIUS
framework and Liberty based architecture. A client policy engine allows the client to
choose which substitute single sign-on authentication methods to adopt. The policy
engine also guards the user’s confidential information by compelling him to input au-
thentication information when he roams into an SP in which the user does not trust.
Moreover, a roaming agreement trust model with well-defined user-policies is rudimental
in an environment of multiple SPs and IDPs to enable nomadism of a user. In addition, a
composite Layer 2 and web authentication method thwarted service theft, eavesdropping,
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and modification of message in 802.11-based networks. A robust model for single sign-on
was developed to illustrate the strength of the approach.

This study carried out experiment locally and remotely in two classes: (1) in policy
engine concatenated with negotiation based authentication standard and (2) authentica-
tion framework via web browsers. The results in policy engine with client negotiation
authentication, compound L2 and web authentication mechanisms were 256ms, 212ms
and 154ms respectively. These delays are acceptable to offer seamless user capability for
multimedia applications as compared to the previous results achieved in [39-46].

In future, this study can be adopted in a vertical inter-technology WLANs milieu to
integrate these networks to provide single sign-on value to ease users from creating several
accounts of usernames and password while preserving the security concern.
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